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TV Shows to Stream as You Wait for Your Favorites to Return 
By Steve Sternberg 

 
The pandemic-delayed new TV fall season is slowly getting underway.  While you wait for your favorite 
series to return, here is a reminder of some of the best original scripted series available to stream.  

There are many hidden gems are just waiting to be found.   
 

Netflix still has by far the most user-friendly interface.  It has the most comprehensive categories to 
search through, and by simply moving the cursor to a given series title, it plays the trailer – I can’t 
imagine why every streaming service doesn’t provide this basic feature.  Here, I break down some of 

the very best original scripted series to stream by genre.  I’ve already reviewed many of them in 
previous issues of The Sternberg Report. 

 

Procedural Dramas – Perhaps the best two procedural detective dramas on television are Bosch 

(6 seasons, renewed for a 7th and final season, on Amazon Prime Video) and Bordertown (3 seasons 
on Netflix).  They are as different from one another as two shows in the same genre can be.  Both 

series have compelling leads, excellent supporting casts, and tightly woven stories.  Bosch is as 
American as they come, set in Los Angeles, while Bordertown is set in a small Finland town near the 
Russian border. 
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Sci-Fi Dramas – There are many shows in this genre available to stream, and I’m not including the 

more well-known series that didn’t originate on a streaming service (The X-Files, Fringe, Battlestar 

Galactica, Orphan Black, Counterpart, and, of course, Dr. Who, to name just a few). 
 

Perhaps the best supernatural (certainly the best time travel) drama I’ve ever seen is the German 
thriller, Dark (3 seasons on Netflix).  Others worth checking out include, the popular supernatural 

thriller, Stranger Things (3 seasons, renewed for a 4th, on Netflix), the cyber-punk dystopian, Altered 

Carbon (2 seasons on Netflix), mystery thrillers, The OA and Sense8 (both canceled way too soon 
after 2 seasons on Netflix), space drama, The Expanse (which aired for 3 seasons on SyFy before 

being picked up by Amazon Prime Video for at least 2 additional seasons), and Star Trek 
parody/homage, The Orville (which aired for 2 seasons on FOX before being picked up by Hulu).  

Future Man (3 seasons on Hulu) is also worth checking out.  Disney+’s The Mandalorian (2 seasons) 
and HBO Max’s first season of Raised by Wolves are worth a look as well. 
 

Superheroes – The best of Netflix’s street-level hero series, all excellent, are, Daredevil (3 

seasons), Jessica Jones (3 seasons), and The Punisher (2 seasons).  Luke Cage (2 seasons) is 
also worth a look.  Other top-notch superhero series to stream include, Netflix’s The Umbrella 

Academy (2 seasons, renewed for a 3rd) and Amazon Prime Video’s The Boys (2 seasons, renewed 

for a 3rd), which is definitely not for kids.  
 

Other Dramas – The list of great original scripted dramas available to stream is too lengthy to list 

here.  My favorites include, Netflix’s Ozark (3 seasons, renewed for a 4th), Peaky Blinders (5 

seasons, renewed for a 6th) and Mindhunter (2 seasons), Amazon Prime Video’s Goliath (3 seasons, 
renewed for a 4th), Sneaky Pete (3 seasons), and Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan (2 seasons, renewed 

for a 3rd), Hulu’s Harlots (3 seasons), and Apple TV+’s The Morning Show (1 season, renewed for 
a 2nd). 
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Comedies – There are several high-quality original scripted comedies on the various streaming 

services.  My favorites are, Netflix’s Russian Doll (1 season, renewed for a 2nd), Dead to Me (2 
seasons, renewed for a 3rd), GLOW (3 seasons), and Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt (4 seasons), 

Amazon Prime Video’s Fleabag (2 seasons), The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (3 seasons, renewed for 
a 4th), and Red Oaks (3 seasons), Hulu’s Shrill (2 seasons, renewed for a 3rd), Casual (4 seasons), 

and Dollface (1 season, renewed for a 2nd), and CBS All Access’s The Good Fight (4 seasons, 
renewed for a 5th). 
 

Evil on Netflix:  Season 1 of CBS’s superb new drama, Evil, debuted on Netflix as its #3 most 

watched series.  Netflix is the perfect promotional vehicle for CBS.  The streamer’s typical viewer 
might not tend to check out a new show on the older-skewing broadcast network.  Had Evil been a 
Netflix original series, it would have likely been hailed a one of the best shows of 2019, and certainly 

would have generated Emmy nominations for its female lead, the superb Katja Herbers, and the 
deliciously creepy Michael Emerson.  If you haven’t seen it yet, here’s your chance.  It will be 

interesting to see if its Netflix run provides a ratings boost for its season 2 premiere on CBS.  We’ll 
likely see more of these. 
 

Star Trek: Discovery:  Season 2 of Star Trek: Discovery on CBS All Access ended in such a 

way to provide endless possibilities of what happens next.  Brilliantly done and visually stunning, 
season 3 manages to create a fresh and exciting take on a 50+ year-old franchise – not an easy task.  
It’s also smart to be simultaneously airing season 1 on CBS’s linear broadcast network (although that 

decision was likely a result of the pandemic).  I’ve only seen the first two episodes, but wow. 
 

Fargo:  To get ready for season 4 of Fargo, my wife and I watched the first three season’s on Hulu 

(the show is among FX’s several “FX on Hulu” series, which air on Hulu following their debut on FX).  
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This dark-comedy crime anthology, inspired by the Coen brothers 1996 film, has different stories and 
characters each season operating in the same universe.  Every season has a superb cast, quirky and 

dangerous characters, clever plotting and pacing, crisp dialogue, and a cool soundtrack.  Each season 
stands on its own, but I would still recommend watching them in order (definitely watch season 1 
before season 2).  Television at its best. 

 

Live Bingeing Still a Thing:  While we rightly spend a lot of time analyzing how people binge 

TV shows on streaming services, let’s not forget the regularly scheduled off-network daily marathons 
on a number of cable networks.  People probably spend more time binge watching The Big Bang 

Theory on TBS or any number of procedural dramas/cop shows on ION (Blue Bloods, Chicago 

P.D., Law & Order: SVU, NCIS L.A., Criminal Minds, etc.) than most series on streaming services 

in a given week. 
 

The Un-renewal:  One unfortunate consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic is that some 

television series that had been renewed for another season have suddenly been axed.  This has also 

affected some shows that were in development, but have now been canceled. 
 
Safety measures reportedly could cost as much as a half-million dollars per episode.  For a broadcast 

series that produces anywhere from 17-24 episodes per season, that’s a lot of additional 
expenditures, particularly for a show that’s not a clear hit.  Additional production time also impacts 

paying the cast and crew, location costs, and other fees that can pile up, particularly if a show is not 
produced in-house.   
 

ABC’s excellent but modestly rated new series, Stumptown, had been renewed, but now will not see 
a second season.  One reason cited was that scheduling delays meant it would not be ready for air 

until April, which effectively would have delayed it until fall 2021.  Netflix’s top-notch comedy, GLOW, 
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will not see its planned fourth season – the show is reportedly too intimate to safely shoot with its 
large ensemble cast during a pandemic, and delays would be costly.   

 
Other series that have been un-renewed and will not see a second season include,  Netflix’s two 
promising new series, I’m Not OK With This and The Society, as well as Showtime’s On Becoming 

a God in Central Florida.  TruTV’s comedy, I’m Sorry was canceled after being renewed for a third 
season.  HBO Max’s upcoming Americanah was scrapped after its star, Lupita Nyongo had a 

pandemic-related scheduling conflict.  The new Superman series, Lois & Clark, which was set to join 
the CW’s Arrowverse stable of DC Comics superhero series in January 2021 is off (at least for now).  
Amazon Prime Video was planning a four-episode miniseries, Cortes y Moctezuma (starring Javier 

Bardem), which is now not proceeding.  Showtime was developing The President is Missing (based 
on the Bill Clinton and James Patterson book), which is also not going to happen now (David Oyelowo 

was set to star).  This is Us star, Milo Ventimiglia, was set to star in USA Network’s Evel Knievel 
miniseries, but production delays forced him to drop out so he could go back to filming the new season 
of his hit NBC series.  We could see more un-renewals before this is all over. 

 


